Therefore, we begin with the treatment of , transport in electrolytic solutions and of the determination of the con:~'Emtration profiles.
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. Transport> in Electrolyti~ Solutions (1)
The coefficient Kij is taken to be independent of the velocity difference Yj-Y i ' but it may be a function of temperatur~, pressure, and composition of the solution. ~e velocity Yj is the average or macroscopic velocity of species j.
Instea~ of K ij , one can define a transport. coefficient Dij having the dimensions of a diffusion coefficient:
, where c T is the total concentration of the. solution. This also serves ~-the goal of accounting for much of the composition dependence of the c~fficients K ij • Equation (1) In applications it is frequently desirable to use this equation in an inverted form. Toward this end it is to be noted that there are only n-l independent velocity differences and n-l independent gradients of electrochemical potentials in a solution with n species. Therefore, equation (1) --where the ~trix r/ is the inverse of the subrnatrix t:f;
and where the submatrix ~o is obtained from the matrix M by deleting the row and the column corresponding to the species O. The inverse It is to be expected, that the Rij tsand~he f)ij 'a:'will be lesa compoo si tion dependent than the ' . Lij t s.
Certain combinations of the L~j' s are related to ineasura:ble trans- Comparison with Ohm's law, also applicable in this case,
allows us to identify the conductivity
.6-' o . , Although the Lik's' depend upon the reference ~locitychosen, the conductivity ~ is invariant with respect,to this choice.
Next we can identify the transference numbers. Again, for a solution of uniform composition, equation (10) is valid and equation (5) becomes , . (13) ,For t~is case of uniform composition, the species flux is related to the current density and the transference nwnberby the expression
Comparison shows that, the transference number tj of species j ~ith respect to species 0 is given by
It is to be noted that the transference number has been defined as the fraction of the current carried by an ion in a solution of uniform composition. In a solution in which there are concentration gradients, the transfere~ce number is still a transport property related to the o ' Lij's by equation (15), but it no longer r~presents the fraction Of, , current carried by an ion. A different choice of the reference species will chang~the Lij's and hence the transference numbers with respect to a common reference species. Equation (9) is applicable even in a non-uniform solution, and it ,can be rewritten in terms of the conductivity and the transference o numbers, since Lij ,., .'
":';' :"
As already noted, a.different choice of reference. species will change the transference numbers , but equation (16 ) .8.
Determination of Concentration Profiles
Several models of liquid junctions are popular, and to these we add one more.
a. Free-diffusion junction. At time zero the two solutions are brought irito contact to form an initially sharp boundary in a lorig, 
However, the activity 'coefficients will not 'be assumed to be unity •.
The electrochemical potential lJ.i of an ionic species depends not only on the composition of the phase but also on the electrical state of the phase. For computational purposes it is convenient to express all the electrochemical potentials in terms of one electrical variable.
One way to do this is to use the electrochemical potential for one ionic species, IJ. I as a reference:
The combination ~i-zi~ /z is then the chemical potential of a neutral , n n combination of ions and is independent ,of the electrical state." depending only on the local composition. , However., this choice is not convenient., particularly when the concentration of species n goes to zero. Another possibility is to express the electrochemical potential of species n as
The potential If> then has some of the chB.racteristics of the commonly used electrostatic potential., and, in fact., has exactly the same properties in infinitely dilute . solutions where the activity coefficients of all neutral combinations become equal to one. At higher concentrations., the quasi-electrostatic potential If> is of course arbitrary in the sense that it depends on the designation of the reference species n.
In contrast, the electrochemlc~l potential of species n., or !In/znF,, behaves more like the potential of a reference electrode reversible to species n. 'In a solution of uniform composition., both of these potentials behave like the co~monly used electrostatic potential, and, in fact, satisfy Laplace's equation
Now, ,the chemical potential cf a neutral combination can be ex- 
Z)t (22) zn
For the activity, coefficients we ,shall use Guggenheim f s expression~7 for dilute solutions of se;veral electrolyte s:
where , ,
is the ,ionic strength, .c j is in moles/£, and for aqueous solutions To determine the concentration profiles in liquid junctions involves solving 'the diffusion equation (18) 1n conjunction with equation (25) and with the material balance equation, (18) and (25) In finite difference form these give coupled, tridiagonal matrices which can be solved on a high-speed, digital computer. The nonlinear problem can then be solved by iteration.
Numerical Results
We present here calculated values of ~ for the several models for The value of ~ depends upon the choice of the reference ion n. In each case this is the last ion for a given junction in the tables. For in-, finitely dilute solutions, ~ becomes independent of this choice.and, furthermore, depends only on the ratios of concentrations of the ions in the end solutions. Solutions of zero strength (ficl) are indicated by'an asterisk, but the concentrations are given nonzero values so that these ratios will be clear. These junctions also provide a basis for comparison with ,more concentrated solutions, to indicate the effect of the activity coefficients. for identical partial pressures of hydrogen over the two electrodes.
Equations (34) and (38) 
and the cell potential becomes The difference in electrochemical potentials of the chloride ion can be expressed in terms of the quasi-electrostatic potentials (referred to the chloride ion), differences of which are given in table 2: Thus, it is seen that the effect of the solubility of the slightly soluble 'salt will be to cause the potential of the chloride electrode to be more negative withlespect to the other electrode than would otherwise be the case. Hence the measured potential of the,above cell will be lower than if Silver chloride were more insoluble. ' Smyrl and Tobias 17 have discussed several nonaqueous systems where the effect is much larger in more concentrated solutions, since the effect becomes important ,for bulk concentrations on the order of the square root of the solubility product. The problem arises because the determination of standard cell potentials involves an extrapolation.to infinite dilution. Smyrl and Tobias took the diffusion coefficients to be equal (hence ~=o) and assumed that the concentration of the second electrolyte is uniform up to the surface' of the sparingly soluble salt. ..
ion; a junction between NaCl and HCl0 4 is an example where there .is not ~
The former class will be discussed first. . H2O region
Consider the cell
The cell potential is again given by equation (34):
The effect of the nonzero solubility of AgCl, discussed in subsection b, will be ignored here. In this case, however, equation (29) (44), and in contrast to equation (36), the integral depends on the detailed form of the concentration profiles in the junction region. As in the preceding e~~ples, the cell potential can again be expressed in terms of the quaSi-electrostatic potential, referred to the chloride ion:
, (50) and the values of ~ in table 1 allow the cell potential to be calcu- In this case it may be particularly convenient to use the quasielectrostatic potential, here referred to the chloride ion. This allows one to write
The last term in equation (53) is very similar to that of the previous example, but differs in that both electrodes involve. phase equilibria of cations. Again, .fram the phase equilibria and the relevant thermodyna.m.ic identities, the cell 'potential ma.y be written . Alternatively, for the junction one could specify the concentration profiles, the value of ~ which characterizes the junction, and the ion to which (f> is referred. Once single junctions haVe been characterized, the behavior of combinations of these junctions in other.
cells, e.g., cells with salt bridges, may be predicted.
, . Calculations ~or several single, junctions have been made and the results given in Table 1 MacInnes and Longsworth used equation (29) and the known activity coefficients and transference numbers for this Junction ~nd an assumed concentration profile to make their calculation. From thiS, it is not clear whether the difference between their results and ours is due to our assumption about acitivity coefficients, or our assumptions about the ionic diffusion coefficients. ,We propose that it is the latter, on the basis of our analysis of Spiro's calculations.
Spiro calculates about the same activity coefficient correction as we do (i.e., 0.62 mV)but his calculation neglecting activity coefficients \ is higher than our (i.e., -26.85 mV) by about'l.5 mV. We have assumed the ionic· diffusion coefficients to be constant and have used the values corresponding to infinite dilution in making the Henderson calculation.
Spiro has used the Lewis and Sargent equation arid has' utilized conductivity data for the 0.1M solutions. It is known 20 that DOCl is about 17% higher in KCl at this concentration than in HC1, whereas it is the 18 M. Spiro, El~ctrochim. Acta, 11, 569 (1966). ... A salt bridge is often: u~ed to se~ra.te two eiectro1ytic solu-,' t'ions, and sometimes the, stated purpose is "to eliminate liquid --for which' ~ = 1.24 mV and for which the value of ~ would approach zero as all the concentrations were reduced in proportion if the transference nu~bers of KC1 were 0.5. in which KN03 is present throu~hout the cell at the same concentration.
The transition region contairis concentration gradients of both LiN0 3
and AgN0 3
• The cell potential may be expressed as -F (Va._Va, , ) = 13
We adopt the following approximations which essentially fix the range of concentrations:
The expression for the cell potential becomes time (sec).
-transference number of species i with respect to species O.
. X -absolute temperature (deg K).
velocity of species i (cm/sec).
-distance (cm) • charge number of species i. ..
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